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A summary of key considerations for
implementation of priority actions are as follows.

What was the challenge?
To provide information and communication
design support for knowledge exchange,
mentoring, training, education and the
implementation of cultural burning for
the Indigenous-led Firesticks network
and project.

ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING
Maintain an adaptive management approach in the protection
and enhancement of cultural and ecological assets. Identify, map
and record key values and threats to determine and prioritise
associated fire management actions with particular reference to:
life and property; risk management; cultural lore, heritage, practice
and responsibility; threatened species; and endangered ecological
communities. Apply observational and Indigenous knowledge
recording methods to determine impacts of fire on ecological
and cultural values.

UNDERTAKE BURNING AND PRE/POST
FIRE RESTORATION ACTIVITIES

ACCESS AND FIRE MITIGATION
(MAINTAIN ROADS, TRAILS AND CONTROL LINES)

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, EDUCATION, TRAINING
AND MENTORING (THE IPA AS A KNOWLEDGE CENTRE)

Asset Protection Zone (APZ) – maintain low fuel loads around
built assets - Regularly slash/clear in particular before and during
the Bush Fire Danger Period.

Firesticks training and mentoring series; ongoing ecological-cultural Implement culturally integrated fire and invasive species
management actions across the IPA, including site preparation,
monitoring within Firesticks research plots; accredited training;
burning, restoration, monitoring and evaluation to protect and
cross-cultural training; developing culturally appropriate plans
enhance cultural and ecological assets, while reducing risk to life
of management; ecological-cultural assessments; school and
and property.
community programs; research programs and workshops.

As required monitor and maintain roads, trails, gates, fencing and
control lines for key assets (cultural, ecological and infrastructure)
to manage access, reduce risk, prevent illegal dumping of rubbish
and avoid dispersal of invasive species.
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Consider the zoning as Strategic Fire Advantage Zone (SFAZ) on the eastern side–
liaise with NCC and RFS to organise representation on the Bush Fire Management
Committee (BFMC).

Land Management Areas

Protection of old growth habitat through manual clearing and patch burning

Fire Trails

Ngooreenybah
Emu

Assess cultural site and review management actions to determine suitable fire
mitigation strategy

Firesticks monitoring plots

Interpretation area
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LMA 5
Wehburrbah
Place of fire

Consideration for the zoning of this LMA as Strategic Fire Advantage Zone
(SFAZ) Consultation with RFS and National Parks and Wildlife Services
(NPWS) through the BFMC

LMA 6
Yuroonbah Road
place

Investigate collaborative burn between NPWS and Minyumai to assist with fire and
protect key ecological and cultural assets
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Minyumai rangers Tony Wilson, Justin Gomes, Emma Wilson and Lilly Wilson implement controlled burn on the Seteria plots.
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UNDERTAKE BURNING AND PRE/POST
FIRE RESTORATION ACTIVITIES

Firesticks training and mentoring series; ongoing
ecological-cultural monitoring within Firesticks
research plots; accredited training; cross-cultural
training; developing culturally appropriate plans of
management; ecological-cultural assessments; school
and community programs; research programs
and workshops.

Implement culturally integrated fire and invasive
species management actions across the IPA,
including site preparation, burning, restoration,
monitoring and evaluation to protect and enhance
cultural and ecological assets, while reducing risk
to life and property.

Minyumai boundary

N

Undertake fire management preparations and training activities in relation to long term monitoring
plot D, including ecological-cultural assessments, burn planning and site preparations for proposed

burn/s scheduled to take place between Autumn 2015 and/or Spring 2016.
Significant species

Priority 3 Burn.
Planned for 2014/15 subject to weather
and approvals

The IPA contains a nationally significant assemblage of biodiversity including:

firesticks.org.au

Local RFS fire mitigation officer Zofie Lahodny-Gesco and IPA senior ranger Marcus Ferguson discuss fuel assessment of proposed burn site

– Protect hollow bearing trees with native bee hives.
– Promote habitat for long-nosed potoroo and koala , liase with Potoroo Working Group.

– Protect cultural values, including Scar Trees (manually reduce fuel loads around Scar Trees
& patch burn every few years).

- Major tracts of old growth wetland and coastal plain ecosystems
and extensive areas of pristine condition native vegetation with no
environmental weeds;

Assess grasstrees to identify if lack of fire or impacts of altered drainage are resulting in dieback.
Access and control line implementation ability limited.
– Investigate cultural values and potential fire access, control lines and actions.

- Vegetation communities only known from the IPA as well as the largest
area of native vegetation in Ballina Shire, and

– Identify peat areas and map to determine suitable areas for patch burning.
LMA6 Southern Heath

Selection of the 2ha plots within the IPAs provide a representative sample of
the most extensive and characteristic vegetation communities and also those
areas most likely to have had a history of Indigenous fire management. Plots
are being surveyed by systematic methods twice a year, in Spring-Summer
and Autumn-Winter to provide a measure of seasonal variation in activity
across the different fauna groups, which include species of nomadic and
migratory birds that are absent in some seasons and species of micro-bats
that become inactive in colder periods. Relevant habitat attributes within
each plot are being assessed by a standard methodology including an
overall vegetation description and photo-points plus a detailed vegetation
assessment within two 20m x 20m quadrats. Other habitat attributes also
being assessed in the plot include measurements of the 10 largest trees,
canopy vegetation and litter cover, numbers of stags, logs and tree hollows
and other attributes such as epiphyte density.

- What may constitute the largest coastal population of the long-nosed
potoroo in NSW;

Regularly slash APZ around built assets.

– Assess the size of dump site on Baggotville Road.
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- The known habitat of over 38 threatened fauna species, 5 threatened
flora species (out of a total of over 400 vascular plant species) and 8
endangered ecological communities;
- The habitat of the greatest diversity of orchids in the North Coast
bioregion (with over 60 species documented within and adjacent
to the IPA);

– Investigate axebreaker (Coatsia paniculata), an endangered dry rainforest species which is
likely to be fire sensitive.

LMA5 Central Heath

ECOLOGICAL-CULTURAL MONITORING
In addition to ecological and cultural monitoring and assessment activities
undertaken throughout the IPA the Firesticks project have established
a series of long term monitoring plots within the IPA and three other
partnering IPAs. These systematic surveys target fire responsive fauna
groups and their habitats, including ground and low foraging birds, large owls
and arboreal marsupials, small terrestrial mammals, low foraging micro-bats
and introduced pest species. These fauna groups, or biodiversity indicators,
have been selected as the most suitable for monitoring to assess short to
medium term responses to the application of cultural burning practices in the
IPAs. This is because species within these groups are dependent on habitat
attributes such as the litter layer, logs and ground cover and low understorey
vegetation that are the most heavily impacted by fire, particularly in relation
to the increased frequency and intensity of wildfires.

BIODIVERSITY SIGNIFICANCE

Undertake assessments and trial cool mosaic burns at “Two Hills”, an area of approximately
5Ha has been identified, but must exclude Plot D proposed burn area.
– Prescribe patch burns to regenerate banksia species.

LMA4 Eastern Barrier Dune

Wardell

With the exceptional biodiversity occurring on the IPA, an immense array
of species were historically utilised for food, fiber or medicine. A better
understanding of these species and their use by Aboriginal people could
offer important breakthroughs for modern medicine. Areas of Coastal
cypress forest on the Pleistocene shoreline at the western edge of the
Richmond River floodplain were occupied as campsites and midden deposits
are apparent in this area as well as other places on the IPA.

The heath leafed banksia is killed by hot fires but are also regenerated by
cooler fires which release the stored seed in its cone. Swamps and heath
within the Jali lands are also well suited to traditional patch burning, this
creates a mosaic of burnt and unburnt areas that provide refuges for
important plants and animals. With so many threatened and culturally
significant species existing on the IPA it is important to consider suitable fire
management prescriptions and work collaboratively with other agencies to
both plan and implement best practice fire management.

Priority 2 Burn.
Currently planned for 2014/15 subject to
weather and approvals

Upgrade fire trails with pipes and road base.
Upgrade containment lines where necessary around proposed burn area.
Undertake fire management preparations and training activities in relation to long term monitoring
plots A, B and C including ecological-cultural assessments, burn planning and site preparations for
proposed burn/s.

Hazard reduction through the removal of native
species vegetation either by fire or mechanical
methods requires an environmental assessment
through the issue of a Hazard Reduction Certificate
from the NSW Rural Fire Service (NSW RFS).

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The IPA holds significant cultural value to both the local Cabbage Tree Island
community and adjoining Aboriginal nations through associated sites and
story lines. The declaration of the Ngunya Jargoon IPA formally represents its
unique importance to the local community and also its broader significance
through its connectivity to the National Reserve System. The number and
diversity of plant and animals found on the IPA would have provided an
abundance of natural resources and supported a population density amongst
the highest in Australia prior to European settlement.

The firesticks project uses the term ‘cultural burning’ to describe burning
practices developed by Aboriginal people to enhance the health of the
land and its people. Cultural burning can include burning (or prevention
of burning) for the health of particular plants, animals and country. It may
involve patch burning to create different fire intervals or used specifically
for fuel and hazard reduction purposes. Fire may be used to gain better
access to country, to clean up important pathways or to maintain cultural
responsibilities.

Nyangbul Clan of the Bundjalung Nation value the traditional role of fire in
the management of the IPA. Indigenous burning techniques are being more
widely regarded around the world as a key management tool to protect and
enhance biodiversity values. Within the Jali lands many plant and animal
species utilise fire for a variety of reasons.

These trees are fire sensitive, cool mosaic and “pile burning” have been identified as appropriate
means to protect the trees from bushfire, and to preserve cultural values. Implement hand tool lines
to undertake very small burns on the edge of ‘The Shack’ clearing.
LMA3 Southern End

Please note

Cultural Burning

Local people place a high value on their lands and view it as a significant
cultural asset through which to practice and learn about their culture. Part
of the vision for the IPA is to be a teaching resource about culture and land.

COMMENTS

Regularly Slash Asset Protection Zone (APZ) around built assets – maintain fire trails.

538000.000000
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, EDUCATION,
TRAINING AND MENTORING
(THE IPA AS A KNOWLEDGE CENTRE)

IMPORTANCE OF FIRE AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL

Undertake cool mosaic burns within the “shack” site, an area of approximately 2.5Ha has been identified.
This is an important site on NJIPA, containing high ecological and cultural values including endangered
coastal cypress (Callitris columellaris) forest.
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TEACHING YOUNG
PEOPLE AND PASSING
DOWN KNOWLEDGE.

As required monitor and maintain roads, trails, gates,
fencing and control lines for key assets (cultural,
ecological and infrastructure) to manage access,
reduce risk, prevent illegal dumping of rubbish and
avoid dispersal of invasive species.

at reintroduction programmes.

Pacific
H

guarantee of fire safety. The information provided herein reflects our understanding at the time of planning. We are learning more about fire and the environment everyday and anticipate that some recommendations may change as new information comes to hand. Thus whilst every effort has been made to ensure the information presented herein is as accurate and well informed as possible, those involved in compiling the plan take no responsibility for any outcomes actions or losses resulting directly or indirectly from the interpretation, misinterpretation or implementation. This plan is intended to be used in conjunction with the help of
experts and good neighbour relations.

Asset Protection Zone (APZ) – maintain low fuel loads
around built assets - Regularly slash/clear in particular
before and during the Bush Fire Danger Period.

LMA1 Estuary
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ACCESS AND FIRE MITIGATION
(MAINTAIN ROADS, TRAILS AND CONTROL LINES)

LMA2 Bingal Creek Complex

cadastre

0.85

1

Many iconic culturally significant species have historically occurred on the IPA
including Nyooreeny the Coastal Emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae), Boorubi the Koala

and Bunjeem the Spotted-tailed Quoll (Dasyurus maculatus
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This plan recognises the significance of government legislation, guidelines and actions
prescribed by agencies and organisations to protect and enhance the natural and
cultural values of this country, including for threatened species, endangered ecological
communities and Aboriginal Cultural values. Further to this the plan recognises the
importance of adaptive management and actions that are informed by real world
observations.
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The custodians of Minyumai IPA have cultural responsibilities to manage these totemic
species and a key part of the properties goals are to bring these keys species back onto
country so the next generation can learn about them from elders and know them by the
right name.
LAND MANAGEMENT AREAS
SUMMARY OF PRIORITY ACTIONS
Significant species, clockwise from top left: Ngooreeny: emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae)
(LMA)
ghost orchid (Epipogium roseum), wedge tailed eagle (Aquila audax), glossy black
ALL LMA
Assessment
and hoary
planning.
cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus
lathami),
wattled bat (Chalinolobus nigrogriseus),
and quinquenervia),
fire mitigation. Wijoon: sugar glider (Petaurus
Boohlum: paperbark Access
(Melaleuca
breviceps), bangalowCommunity
palm (Archontophoenix
Engagement, cunninghamiana).
Education and Mentoring.
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Firesticks ecologist David Milledge discusses use of the Harp Net on the long-term monitoring plots with Minyumai rangers
Daniel Gomes and Mark Ross with Angus Wilson looking on and learning.
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may be advantageous. Consider allowing unplanned fires to burn.
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Further survey work to determine ecological and cultural values
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Undertake ecological - cultural assessments. mapping and planning, as required to
prepare Long-Term Monitoring Plot G for burning in 2015-2016
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Construct containment lines around tea tree stand to protect potential economic
and medicinal values
Liaise with neighbours to determine suitable cross tenure HRC burns for protection
of key assets
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Camping area

Gates
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MINYUMAI LAND HOLDING ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
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Further survey work to determine ecological and cultural values in the area

Assess opportunities to implement cultural burns along ridgelines to open up grassy
Pending environmental impacts and fire permits prepare monitoring Monitoring Plot
D for burning in 2015. Works include pre and post-fire monitoring (establishing control
line/s and photo point/s)

Tea tree management area

MINYUMAI INDIGENOUS PROTECTED
AREA ON SITE OFFICE
T (02) 66822213 (Monday and Tuesday)
E info@minyumai.org.au

NSW

We see the property as a physical and symbolic ‘gateway’. It is a physical
gateway because it is located in ‘The Gap’ in the coastal range through which
our forebears used to pass between our inland country and our coastal camp
sites – and it is a symbolic gateway as this location is one of the important
locations that connect us every day to the history of our people and our
traditional law, allowing us to re-enter our culture to a greater extent. For
Yirali (non-aboriginal people) it also offers a gateway for them to understand
our culture and the landscape in which our ancestors have lived. This forms
a strong basis for reconciliation and a valuable gift to visitors to the area.

Undertake assessments with aim to implement seasonal cultural burning. Establish
perimeter burns and containment along forest interfaces and patch burn small
mosaics within wet heath community and grasslands

KORINDERIE
RIDGE
pathways for macropods, create access
and reduce fuel
McGearys Trail

Culturally sensitive area

Supporting cultural and contemporary burning practices
for healthy communities and healthy landscapes

LMA 4
Ngooreebah
Emu

Contacts

AUSTRALIA

GUGIN GUDDUBA
LANDS

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

Continuation of post-fire monitoring of Firesticks Baseline Monitoring Plot A

LMA 7
Gubulbah Rainforest
place

Visitor area

5
Wehburrbah
Place of fire

Planned
for 2015
subject to
weather and
approvals

Exclude unplanned fire in Setaria Plots through maintaining key fire trails
and regularly slashing

Minyumai monitoring plots

1 km
528000
530000
532000
Minyumai
Land Management
Areas

Undertake strategic burns to protect old growth habitat that supports threatened
species including gliders owls and bats

Boardwalk

Old growth forest

G

Undertake assessments and a mosaic of cultural burns for a variety of reasons
including access, safety and recruitment of bush-tucker species

Through attending the Bush Fire Management
Committee (BFMC) meetings members can provide
a more comprehensive understanding of the
cultural, ecological and community assets on their
property. High value assets can be listed under the
Bush Fire Risk Management Plan.

Another 19 fauna species are considered as ‘conservation priority’ species,
and it is thought that a further 33 State listed and seven Federally listed
fauna species are likely to occur on the property. This significance is due to
a wide variety of vegetation types (17) as well as Minyumai’s location, which
is adjacent to Bundjalung National Park and Tabbimoble Nature Reserve;
providing connectivity between these reserves and extensive forested private
property areas.

Through both strategic burning and wildfire mitigation Minyumai aims to
conserve and restore plant and animal populations on the property. The fact
that so many plants and animals were recorded at Minyumai and Bundjalung
NP (at least till the recent past) suggests Bandjalang people traditionally
used smaller fires rotating around the landscape, leaving some areas fire free
for longer. While much detailed knowledge is limited elders have said that
this was done by judging when a patch needed burning, and lighting fires
in the afternoon in less extreme fire weather so that they would go out in
the evening.
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Undertake ecological - cultural assessments. mapping and planning, as required
to prepare Long-Term Monitoring Plot C for burning in 2015-2016
LMA 3
Bingingbah Eastern
long necked turtle

Proposed burn areas

Hells Hole Rd

526000.000000

Maintain fire trails
Remove fuel loads from boardwalk and monitor adjacent area to determine
if it requires a buffer zone
Burn Northside of proposed trail for fire mitigation

Roads

D
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LMA 2
Minjehlabah
Smiling place

Property boundary

FIRE PLAN IN USE AT MINYUMAI

OUT OF BUSHFIRE DANGER PERIOD
No Fire Permit required when the Bushfire period
is not in effect. Must give at least 24hrs notice
to RFS and neighbours prior to lighting. If the
proposed burn is to achieve bush fire hazard
reduction a Hazard Reduction Certificate is
required from the RFS. This will outline important
considerations to protect life and property as well
as cultural and ecological values on the property.

6774000.000000

Trail

1st October to 31st March, unless the bushfire
danger period is brought forward or extended due
to regional weather conditions (hot, dry and/or
windy). A Fire Permit is required if planning a burn
during the bushfire danger period, and you must
comply with conditions. Give at least 24hrs notice
to all neighbours and RFS.

BIODIVERSITY SIGNIFICANCE

The risk of destructive wildfire has been identified in management planning
for the IPA with particular emphasis on the need to collaborate and integrate
with NPWS and RFS to ensure fire is planned and managed at the landscape
scale with due recognition of the ecological and cultural values of the IPA.
One of the key elements of this plan is to provide a communication tool that
promotes further understanding and appreciation of the unique values of
Minyumai and the need for collaborative cross-tenure fire management to
respond to threats of wildfire.

Slash around infrastructure
Clean and maintain cultural sites
Apply for Hazard Reduction Certificate (HRC) for undertaking controlled burn
to protect sheds and toilets

7

Yuroonbah
Road place

524000.000000

Further survey work to determine ecological and cultural assets
Open up key access tracks

.000000
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- The largest and most significant wildlife corridors in the Lower
Richmond Valley.

Research Plots.
Scheduled to be burnt Autumn 2015
and/or Spring 2016

AUSTRALIA

– Prescribe patch burns to regenerate christmas bells and banksia species.

GUGIN GUDDUBA
LANDS

Access and control line implementation ability limited.

LMA8 Lumleys Lane

Implement the Hazard Reduction burn with assistance from the NSW Rural Fire Service (NSW RFS)
and Firesticks, within LMZ 8 and LMZ 10, a total treatment area of 5Ha has been identified.

NCC Ecologist Dave Milledge weighs a melomys (Melomys burtoni) a native rodent at one of the Firesticks Baseline Monitoring plots.
These plots are providing IPA rangers with considerable knowledge on species abundance and distribution

Future investigation for patch burning.

– Investigate potential for prescribed patch burns to regenerate geebung persoonia species.
and banksia species.

NGULINGAH LANDS

CASINO BOOLANGLE
LANDS

– Notify NSW RFS of proposal for a burn that will require engagement with neighbour to the north
(Crown Land licensee Lot 140 DP 755731). Engage NSW RFS in negotiations with neighbour.

2
Fire Trail

LMA10

Shack Track

Old Sand Mine
Other Areas Area adjacent
to Back Channel Road

Proposed burn sites

Survey plot sites
Asset Protection Zones
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Limited Access
Farmland and Quarry
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WV

Water point vehicle
Dam / Water Way

B
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Implement a Hazard Reduction burn with assistance from the NSW RFS and Firesticks, within LMA 8
and LMA 10, a total treatment area of 5Ha has been identified. See related actions in LMA 8.

Priority 1 Burn.
Currently planned for 2014 subject
to weather

Implement a restoration burn (2.5Ha) adjacent to Back Channel Road. The ENVITE Jali Crew have
conducted extensive weed management in this area, this has been followed up by some rubbish
removal by the Ngunya Jargoon IPA Green Team. Create manageable sections by establishing
(slashing/hand tool) control lines around pre-identified blocks in grassland area.

Priority 4 Burn.
Currently planned for 2014/15 subject to
weather and approvals

Land Management Areas

SOURCE: OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE

E

SOURCE: NGUNYA JARGOON IPA PLAN OF MANAGEMENT 2013

Legend
Property boundary
Vegetation

Legend

Legend

VISION STATEMENT FROM THE NGUNYA JARGOON
IPA PLAN OF MANAGEMENT 2013

Sand Ri

dge Fire

Trail

Bac

1

Southern End

4

Eastern Barrier Dune

5

Central Heath

6

Southern Heath

7

Wardell Rd South

8

Lumleys Lane

9

Northern Boundary

10

Old Sand Mine

Walking track
Potoroo monitoring

Fires 1988

Priority weed management areas

Fires 1980-88

Rubbish removal

Fires 1974
Fires 1965

Fire History

SOURCE: HOTSPOTS

Assets and community use areas

SOURCE: HOTSPOTS
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The IPA is in a unique situation to be able to inform
these guidelines into the future through rigorous
long-term monitoring and close observation
following the application of Indigenous burning

2

5

WV

SIGNIFICANT SPECIES AND VALUES
This plan recognises the significance of government
legislation, guidelines and actions prescribed by
agencies and organisations to protect and enhance
the natural and cultural values of this country,
including threatened species, endangered ecological
communities and registered Aboriginal Cultural
Values. Further to this the plan recognises the
importance of adaptive management and actions
that are informed by real world observations. Many
iconic species such as the long-nosed potoroo, which
occur on the IPA, are data deficient and therefore
require further research to understand suitable fire
management regimes.
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Culturally sensetive area

Fires 1994

Extant vegetation

Bingal Creek Complex

3

Community use and learning

Fires 2006
Fires 2001

Regional corridor

l Rd
nne

2

Gates (proposed and installed)

Hazard Reduction 2009

Ngunya Jargoon IPA

Estuary
Vegetation Connectivity

k Cha

Old Bagotville

Fire Trail

ED AR

Coffs Harbour

National Parks
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WATTLERIDGE IPA

“We, the Goori people of Cabbage Tree Island
(Nyangbul Clan) of the Bundjalung Nation:
We recognise and respect our culture and country;
it is our spiritual identity and our heritage.
This is our homeland which we value and respect.
We acknowledge our ancestors and the land that
has been looked after since the Dreaming.
We will manage, preserve and sustain the land.
We will keep our cultural connection to
ngunya jargoon (my/our land).
And we will pass it on for our jargums (children).
It is our duty. It was, it is, and will always be, Goori land.”

The shed
Jt’s Fire Trail

BEING ON COUNTRY,
LEARNING BY OBSERVATION
AND SHARING.

N

TARRIWA – KURRUKUN IPA

Legend
Fire trails

2

MINYUMAI IPA

Glenn Innes

Access and control line implementation ability limited.

SOURCE: OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE

WV

Respect

NGUNYA JARGOON
INDIGENOUS PROTECTED AREA
SENIOR RANGER
Marcus Ferguson
T 0412 270 149

Grass trees are an iconic cultural species that are found across the IPA. Historically these plants supplied resin for glue and timber for firesticks

4
lle

This document has been referred to the FNCBFMC
for consideration in pre-incident planning.

Contacts
JALI LOCAL ABORIGINAL
LAND COUNCIL, CEO
David Brown
T (02) 6686 7055
M 0438 668 344
E ceo@jalilalc.com.au

Further survey work to be undertaken by IPA rangers to determine suitable fire prescriptions.

5

tvi

Through attending the Far North Coast Bush Fire
Management Committee (FNCBFMC) meetings
Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC)
members can provide the NSW RFS with a more
comprehensive understanding of the cultural,
ecological and community assets on their property.
High value assets can be listed under the Far North
Coast Bush Fire Risk Management Plan.

WILLOWS BOORABEE IPA

– Upgrade all tracks in Lot 134 to separate into at least 3 sections.

FIRE PLAN IN USE

NGUNYA
JARGOON IPA

NSW

– Gain approval from Crown Lands Grafton (Grahame Hicks – Senior Bush Fire Officer)
to involve a small section of Lot 140 as part of a hazard reduction burn on Lot 134 DP 755731.
– Negotiate with Crown Land licensee of Lot 140 DP 755731 to upgrade track along northern boundary
and gain access to use as control line. If licensee unwilling to allow access or any burning on Lot 140
inform Crown Lands.
LMA9 Northern Boundary

FAR NORTH COAST BUSH FIRE
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (FNCBFMC)

NATURE CONSERVATION
COUNCIL OF NSW FIRESTICKS,
PROJECT COORDINATOR
Oliver Costello
T 0422 223 478
E ocostello@nature.org.au
W firesticks.org.au

Byron Bay

Priority 1 Burn.
Currently planned for 2014 subject
to weather and approvals, HR
application submitted

OUT OF BUSHFIRE DANGER PERIOD
No Fire Permit required when the Bushfire period
is not in effect. Must give at least 24hrs notice to
NSW RFS and neighbours prior to lighting (02)
6626 7147. If the proposed burn is to achieve
bush fire hazard reduction a Hazard Reduction
Certificate is required from the NSW RFS. This will
outline important considerations to protect life and
property as well as cultural and ecological values
on the property.

NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICE,
FIRE MITIGATION OFFICER
Zofie Lahodny-Gesco
T (02) 6672 7888
E gecso@rfs.nsw.gov.au

NSW

– Remove rubbish.
– Assess peat area.
LMA7 Wardell Rd South

BUSHFIRE DANGER PERIOD
1st October to 31st March, unless the bushfire
danger period is brought forward or extended due
to regional weather conditions (hot, dry and/or
windy). A Fire Permit is required if planning a burn
during the bushfire danger period, and you must
comply with conditions. Give at least 24hrs notice
to all neighbours and NSW RFS.

PR

What was the solution?
The design team contributed to the design
of participatory processes and means
to support the development of design
communications for the geographically
distributed project partners. This includes
template design, facilitation and production
of fire plans; template designs and
production support for communication
of project progress; video support and
training for web management and content
development and design mentoring
for participants.

Community engagement, education and mentoring: provide a cultural learning space
for community and schools to further opportunities for cultural knowledge exchange
LMA 1
Yuburr yehnabah
1st camp

Legend

Brolga

6774000.000000
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Protect fire-sensitive attributes and cultural values, including scar trees, rainforest
and habitat trees through cultural burning and mitigation activities

il
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BUSHFIRE DANGER PERIOD

Minyumai has more than 400 different plant species including, three State
listed Threatened species, and seven species of conservation significance.
There are 17 plant communities on the property and five State listed
Endangered Ecological Communities. These all provide habitat for at least
180 vertebrate animals (i.e. not counting insects, spiders etc) 18 of which
have been listed by the State as threatened with extinction. Two of these are
considered threatened at national level (Grey headed Flying fox and Oxleyan
Pygmy Perch) and individuals of an Endangered Population (the regional
population of Emu) also have been seen on the property.

Extreme and widespread wildfire events are hot and destructive and can
destroy or degrade both environmental and cultural values. Frequent large
fires are a major factor in the localised extinction of threatened species,
especially animals like emus and some gliders that require a rich variety of
habitat connectivity. Also, wildfires burn up the habitat for common animals
like lizards which rely on extensive groundcover to forage and hide from
predators. Another common problem at Minyumai is that a hot fire can
trigger the germination of a large amount of wattle seeds which grow and
take up all the space under the trees, creating a monoculture in which other
species don’t thrive.

Access and fire mitigation: survey condition of existing fire trails on the property
including preparation of a map and further works identified– identify trails as either
Dormant, Important or Essential to provide clear reference for NSW Rural Fire Service
(RFS) for Wildfire Response

Gehrrlbah
Black cockatoo

E

COMMENTS

Assessment and planning: review Fire Plan annually and update priority actions
in view of seasonal variations and ongoing support and assistance from neighbours

*Land Management
Areas

6770000.000000

Mi

This plan provides guidance on using fire proactively to look after the natural
and cultural resource values at Minyumai and also to prevent the frequency
of wildfire events that damage these values. One of the greatest threats
to the significant biodiversity and cultural values of the Minyumai IPA is
unplanned, uncontrolled and high intensity wildfire events. This type of fire
is very different to the accepted land management practices of ecological
burning (e.g. sporadic, strategic and mosaic burning of native vegetation),
cultural burning (e.g. targeted, controlled fuel reduction around cultural
assets) and strategic hazard reduction burning.

3

Please seek advice on RAMA’s from Local
Land Service and/or the Office of Environment
and Heritage.

Local people place a high value on their lands and view it as a significant
cultural asset through which to practice and learn about their culture.
Land managers at Minyumai consider the application of fire as an intuitive
process that provides important connections to country and ancestors
and keeps country healthy. Part of the vision for the IPA is to be a teaching
resource about culture and country. The applications of Indigenous burning
techniques are being more widely regarded around the world as a key
management tool to protect and enhance biodiversity values.

WILDFIRE MITIGATION

Binggingbah
Eastern long necked turtle

- the removal of noxious weeds under the
Noxious Weeds Act 1993,
- the control of pests under the Local Land
Services Act 2013,
- the collection of firewood (except for
commercial purposes),
- traditional Aboriginal cultural activities
(except commercial activities)

The Firesticks project uses the term ‘cultural burning’ to describe burning
practices developed by Aboriginal people to enhance the health of the
land and its people. Cultural burning can include burning (or prevention
of burning) for the health of particular plants, animals and country. It may
involve patch burning to create different fire intervals or used specifically for
fuel and hazard reduction purposes. Fire may be used to gain better access
to country, to clean up important pathways and camping areas or to maintain
cultural responsibilities.

Minyumai exists within a bushfire prone environment and has had a
history of fires including some very extensive fires. Some fires have arisen
from within the property while others have come onto Minyumai from
neighbouring properties, including Bundjalung National Park, whether they
lit by farmers, by lightning or other sources such as arsonists. Minyumai
IPA would like to work proactively with neighbours to reduce the likelihood
of wildfire events through community education and collaborative
implementation of strategic burns to reduce fuel.

A

O’Conner’s/Belford’s Rd

CAPE YORK PENINSULA Open box woodland, tussock grass understorey Laura lowlands

Prior to the coming of Yirali, the area is likely to have been included in
Aboriginal burning regimes to at least some extent. This is because ‘The Gap’
provides access through the range to the south/eastern bank of the Evans
River where major campsites were - and so the area is thought to have been
the main route between coast and inland camp sites. While it is not possible
to know exactly how our ancestors managed the land prior to the coming of
Yirali, it is likely that some areas of the coastal zone including The Gap area
were deliberately burnt, creating a patchy burnt landscape that may have
provided some control of the spread and/or intensity of fire.

S
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Wijoonbah
Place of glider

Clearing of Native Vegetation for routine
agricultural management activities (RAMA’s) is
permitted without approval requirements in some
circumstances in relation to the following activities:

GOORIUBOO FIRE (FIRE IN TRADITIONAL TIMES)

The lower parts of the property are zoned 1b2 Rural (Marginal & Isolated
Agricultural Land). The upper parts of the property are zoned 7(b)
Environmental Protection (Scenic / Escarpment). Neighbouring properties
to the west are zoned similarly, with the land to the east and south zoned
National Park.

L. Wilson 27/03/01

Hazard reduction through the removal of native
species vegetation either by fire or mechanical
methods requires an environmental assessment
through the issue of a Hazard Reduction Certificate
from the Rural Fire Service (RFS).

Because Minyumai IPA joins Bundjalung National Park and Tabbimoble
Nature Reserve, a very large natural area of habitat will be conserved for the
future. To the animals and plants and our ancestors these three areas are
one. And that is the way we also see it and wish it to remain.

IMPORTANCE OF FIRE AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL
Minyumai (Main Camp) IPA covers 2100 hectares of high conservation value
coastal ecosystems and provides a major habitat linkage connecting two
other protected areas – Tabbimoble Swamp Nature Reserve and Bundjalung
National Park – across an uncleared expanse of native vegetation. The IPA
features diverse ecosystems including rainforest and floodplain wetlands.
These comprise a range of Ecological Endangered Communities (EECs)
can support many threatened species including the coastal emu.
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Please note

“Boogul, boogul. Ngulingah jugoon.
Oh, boogul. Ngai gula wehnyoomai
yirali, now. Yogombeh wiya
yengwani ngalingah jugoon.
Ngai boomani wa wiya!
This is good. This is good.
This is our land now
and if you muck around here...
there’ll be a big fight!”
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Bunjeenbah
Spotted tailed quoll
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Gubulbah
Rainforest place

What was the effect?
The design mentoring support and training
is ongoing. To this stage the template for
the five year fire plan has been completed
by two partners. Culturally significant
species of plants, animals and places
for each site and protocols for cultural
burning have been implemented. The
plan is an important knowledge artefact
for discussions and negotiations with
community members, NSW Rural Fire
Services, National Parks and Wildlife and
government funding agencies. The guiding
principles of respect, responsibility and
recognition articulated by the partners
in the Indigenous workshops are the
foundation for the design engagement.

These priority actions were developed by the Minyumai IPA
rangers with strategic advice provided from the Firesticks Team.
These activities focus on culturally integrated fire and invasive
species management within Land Management Areas
(LMA) to reduce bush fire risk and to retain or improve habitat
condition and maintain ecological and cultural values.

There are a number of significant species found within
the IPA that are both threatened and also culturally
significant notably the long-nosed potoroo and
koala. The custodians of the Jali Lands have cultural
responsibilities to manage these totemic species.
Other species that are culturally important to the IPA
include native cypress tree, native bees, grass trees,
planigale and christmas bells.
The IPA contains an abundance of significant plants
and animals many of these are threatened species.
Several iconic species occur on the lands that have
particular cultural value. By applying Indigenous
burning principles the needs of all species are
considered.
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Legend

Legend

Estuarine

Overburnt

Rainforest

Recently Burnt

1

Coastal Cypress

1

Within Threshold

Wet Sclerophyll
Dry Sclerophyll

Almost Underburnt

3

3

Underburnt

Dry Sclerophyll, Heathy Woodland

Dry Heath, Wet Heath, Sedgeland
Farmland and Quarry

Farmland and Quarry

Fire Thresholds

Significant species, clockwise from top left: koala (Phascolarctos cinereus), christmas bells (Blandfordia
grandiflora), native cypress (Callitris columellaris), potoroo (Potorous tridactylus), native bees, grass tree
(Xanthorrea johnsonii).

Dry Sclerophyll, Wet Heath, Sedgeland

Fire Exclusion Zones
Asset Protection Zones

Ngunya Jargoon Land Management Areas

techniques. Following an adaptive management
framework the IPA is in a position to be able to
manage viable populations of iconic species.

Asset Protection Zones

Vegetation types

Significant species

Source: Hotspots

Source: Hotspots

This Fire Management Plan compiled in 2014 is a summary of content and recommended actions prepared by the Firesticks project through on ground engagement and consideration of the Ngunya Jargoon Plan of management and the Hotspots Jali Wardell Lands Fire Planning Strategy 2010-2020. This document has been produced to reflect in greater detail the importance of cultural burning, working collaboratively and two way learning. It serves merely as an aid to planning, and in no way
provides a guarantee of fire safety. The information provided herein reflects our understanding at the time of planning. We are learning more about fire and the environment everyday and anticipate that some recommendations may change as new information comes to hand. Thus whilst every effort has been made to ensure the information presented herein is as accurate and well informed as possible, those involved in compiling the plan take no responsibility for any outcomes actions or losses
resulting directly or indirectly from the interpretation, misinterpretation or implementation. This plan is intended to be used in conjunction with the help of experts and good neighbour relations.

firesticks.org.au

Recognition

EMBEDDING CULTURAL CONNECTION IN
CONTEMPORARY NATURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

REPORT AND RESOURCE TEMPLATES

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING YOUNG PEOPLE AND PASSING DOWN KNOW

firesticks.org.au

firesticks.org.au

Firesticks partners training participants

FIRESTICKS PARTNER

NAME

CASINO BOOLANGLE LALC

STEVEN COGHILL

firesticks.org.au

AUDLEY HICKLING
JERMAINE COLLINS

DRAFT

LUKE WALKER

Figure 12: Marcus and Lilly Wilson
from Minyumai IPA demonstrate
Aboriginal burning techniques using
firesticks.

BOORABEE AND THE WILLOWS IPA

AARON LIVERMORE
STEPHEN DALEY
WARREN BYRNES

NGULINGAH LALC

SIRLINIA KELLY
KESHIA GORDON
JAMAHL ROBERTS

Firesticks Training Workshop
Accredited Fire Fighting Course

VIDEO TUTORIALS FOR WEB CONTENT

JERMAINE FAULKNER
ALLAN EXTON
KARAN-RAE WEST

YARRAWARRA CULTURAL CENTRE
26-29 MAY 2014

NGUNYA JARGOON IPA

MARCUS FERGUSON
SILAS TELFORD
SEAN BOLT
JESSE TELFORD
IAN MALOW
CLARENCE KELLY
BRES KELLY JR
BRES KELLY SNR
ANTHONY COOK
JIMMY JAMES

Figures 13 & 14: The low intensity
demonstration burn was very
successful and both RFS staff and
Firesticks partners went away
with a shared understanding and
appreciation of working together to
achieve collective goals.

MINYUMAI IPA

EMMA WILSON
LILLY WILSON
KESHA WILSON
KELLIE WILSON
JUSTIN GOMES
TONY WILSON
MARCUS WILSON

WASLERIDGE IPA

TRAVIS PASERSON
DION PASERSON
TREMANE PASERSON
CODY PASERSON

Con ac

GIRIN GIRIN TEAM (YARRAWARRA)

JACOB BOOTSON
MALCOLM BOOTSON
RICHARD SKINNER

Table 1: List of partners and par/cipants in Bushfire Figh/ng Workshop !

Jacque ne Go he
Un ve s y o Techno ogy Sydney Aus a a
Jacque ne Go he@u s edu au
dab u s edu au
fi es cks o g au

What is cultural burning?

Firesticks Yarrawarra Report 2014
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“The training has been an import process to not only enable the rangers to
build fire fighting skills but to also allow communities from across northern
NSW to come together to share knowledge”
MARCUS FERGUSON, SENIOR RANGER, NGUNYA JARGOON IPA

Firesticks Yarrawarra Report 2014
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